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2 EVALUATION OF NARRATIVE SCRUBBING STANDARD AND PROCESS, SEPTEMBER 2015  

Background 
 
 

On March 19, 2015, the CFPB issued a final policy statement to provide guidance on how the 

Bureau will publicly disclose unstructured complaint narrative data via the Consumer Complaint 

Database. 

 

Consumers submitting complaints directly to the CFPB have the option to publish their 

description of what happened in the Consumer Complaint Database. Consumers are informed 

that while the Bureau conducts a series of automated and manual reviews to remove personal 

information, a risk remains that something will be missed and publicly released. Consumers can 

withdraw their consent at any time by calling the CFPB at (855) 411-2372. 

 

The final policy statement can be found at: 

http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201503_cfpb_disclosure-of-consumer-complaint-narrative-data.pdf 

 

The narrative scrubbing standard can be found at: 

http://files.consumerfinance.gov/a/assets/201503_cfpb_Narrative-Scrubbing-Standard.pdf  

 

The Bureau withheld narratives from the public until it was satisfied that its standards and 

methodology met all applicable privacy concerns. The Bureau contracted with an independent 

vendor (Booz Allen Hamilton) to conduct a third party review of the Bureau’s scrubbing system 

to assess effectiveness against privacy risks to consumers. Booz Allen Hamilton finalized and 

provided the study and assessment to the Bureau on June 22, 2015. The Bureau determined that, 

with informed consumer consent acknowledging any remaining privacy risk, its standards and 

methodology protected consumers. 

 

On June 25, 2015, the Bureau began publication of consumer narratives to the Consumer 

Complaint Database. Narratives are scrubbed of personal information, and we have consumers’ 

consent to share them. We also added companies’ public responses to complaints, where 

companies have chosen to publish one. 

 

The Bureau intends to periodically reassess the scrubbing process by testing a significant 

number of scrubbed complaint narratives, making improvements in the methodology where 

needed and guided by the goal of simultaneously maximizing data utility and individual privacy. 

 

 

 

http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201503_cfpb_disclosure-of-consumer-complaint-narrative-data.pdf
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/a/assets/201503_cfpb_Narrative-Scrubbing-Standard.pdf
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Third party review of scrubbing process 
 

 
 

The Bureau’s integrated scrubbing system includes a computer-based automated step and 

quality assurance steps performed by human reviewers. Booz Allen Hamilton performed an 

independent assessment of the accuracy of the scrubbing process and the risk that personally 

identifiable information (PII) could exist in a published complaint narrative.  

 

The risk that personally identifiable information could exist in a published complaint narrative is 

measured as the PII Leakage Rate. Leakage is a technical term that refers to the amount of high-

risk identifiers such as names, addresses and bank account numbers that are published in the 

Consumer Complaint Database.  

 

The Bureau considers a Leakage Rate of less than 1% for high-risk identifiers as an acceptable 

level of risk. Based on the third party review, the Bureau’s scrubbing system as currently 

implemented meets this threshold with a PII Leakage Rate of 0.5%. 

 

The two identifiers that were not scrubbed related to the address of a bank that a consumer went 

to and a medical condition.  

 

 

Third party review documentation 
 

 

The attached, independent third-party review, as completed by Booz Allen Hamilton, consists of 

a Scrubbing Process Evaluation Approach and Final Results, Findings and Recommendations. 

Booz Allen Hamilton used the Bureau’s logo to indicate these deliverables were provided to the 

CFPB. 
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Executive Summary 
Purpose of this Document  The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) is adding consumer complaint narratives to the set of data elements being shared with the public through its Consumer Complaint Database. The purpose is to faciliate research, review, and analysis of complaint data and to enable greater engagement of external stakeholders on complaint trends.   Under this policy, consumers are able to opt in to sharing their complaint by providing informed consent, which they can withdraw at any time. In turn, the CFPB takes steps to remove personal information from the narrative text of the complaint.   The current approach to remove personal information from complaint text (“scrubbing”) consists of automated scrubbing followed by a manual review by Contact Center staff, and a subsequent review by CFPB quality assurance staff.   The CFPB required the evaluation and recommendations around scrubbing documentation, the accuracy of scrubbing process, and the ultimate feasibility of releasing complaint narrative from a privacy risk perspective.   As such, the CFPB contracted with a 3rd party vendor to conduct a review of existing documentation and standards for de-identification as well as perform an independent assessment to assess the risk of PII leakage, or risk that PII could exist in a published complaint.    PII leakage risk is the product of the amount of PII in the complaint stream (“Incidence”) and scrubber system failure rate (“Scrubber Failure Rate”).  To effectively assess PII leakage risk, it is necessary to conduct a periodic statistical assessment of the risk of inadvertently revealing personal information, taking into account the changes in the complaint type and identifier type (e.g., “Name”, “Address”, “Location”).  The focus of this document is to summarize the approach for evaluating the current scrubbing process and to show how a set of methods and tools is applied to the current scrubbing systems, and how it can be used to conduct future assessments. This document details the independent vendor’s approach to the evaluation study design and the necessary analytical steps. The results of applying this approach to the scrubbing process may be found elsewhere.   In addition, this document provides an update to the identifier-level qualitative risk estimates provided in the Phase 1 report Appendix A (“Possible Data Sources and Possible Risk of Re-Identification”). The updated information focuses on the risk of re-identification, or the likelihood that an identifier poses a privacy risk.  
Assumptions and Scope 
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• The CFPB collects unstructured data via three complaint fields – “What Happened”, “Desired Resolution”, and “Company Comments”.  For this evaluation, we only focused on the text in the “What happened” field. This text field is the focus of the automated scrubber efforts and the only field currently planned for publishing. 
• This report does not provide quantitative (numerical) estimates of re-identification risk, the likelihood that scrubbed narratives, if released, would cause a loss of identity for the complainant or other parties.  In lieu of quantitative estimates of re-identification, we are providing results that indicate actual leaked (or leftover) PII otherwise known as PII Leakage Rate.  Reliable or meaningful quantitative estimates of re-identification risk are not possible due to the unstructured nature of the data. Instead, the approach results in qualitative estimates of risk associated with each identifier type.    The scope of this analysis is not related to other activities the Bureau may have underway. 


Inputs and sources This approach uses the following inputs and sources: 
• Scrubbing Guide which defines the process of masking PII entries. 
• Scrubbing Standard which refers to the specific list of items that should and should not be excluded from unstructured complaint fields included in Appendix A of this Guide. 
• Gold Standard Data Set (March 2015) In addition, the reviewers used information from the following sources: 
• Discussions with Office of Consumer Response Quality Assurance (QA) staff  
• Discussions with  Office of Consumer Response and Office of Technology & Innovation (T&I) Leadership and staff   
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the future. The results of scrubber evaluation based on Upper-Limit tagging does not imply that the current systems are not performing adequately, or that previous QA evaluations are not valid, but rather provides a benchmark for scrubbing system performance.  This data set is not to be used directly for making decisions about whether to publish narratives or about the re-identification risk posed by the scrubbed complaints.   
Identifier Incidence Rate The incidence estimate is the extent to which PII is present in the unscrubbed narratives, in total and by identifier type. In order to analyze incidence rate, the independent vendor took the following steps:  1. Draw a sample of Complaints. First, the team conducted a power analysis (a statistical procedure designed to determine how many items should be in a sample to obtain sufficient confidence in drawing conclusions). This estimate was 400 complaints. Next, the team drew a sample of 400 complaints that met several conditions, including having equal number of complaints across products (stratification). The complete list of conditions is provided in the Methodological Details section.  2. Tag complaints. The team worked with CFPB stakeholders to produce a set of agreed-upon tags. Tags include PII identifiers but also types that are NOT currently scrubbed, such as the U.S. State mentioned or the name of the company against which the complaint is filed.  Two team members tagged the complaint sample. The team also validated the tagging by double-coding a subset of the complaints (comparing tags to ensure there was agreement in the way it was done).  This produced a “Gold standard” data set, which subsequently served as the “answer key” in the evaluation of scrubbing systems2.  3. Compute incidence rate. The team computed the total number of identifiers and then broken down the total by identifier type. In addition, the team analyzed the total by the complaint’s product type. Because the sampling was done to ensure equal number of complaints per product (as opposed to a truly random sample), a standard adjustment was made in the final estimate to account for that. 
                                                        
2 In their Phase 1 Report, the independent vendor raised the possibility of adding synthetic data to the 
test set to increase representation of rare identifiers. This was not appropriate given the current design, 
because we used a set of complaints that have already been manually scrubbed, and the evaluation was 
retrospective. Therefore, there was no opportunity to test and validate the use of synthetic data with the 
manual scrubbing system. In the case of automated scrubbing, synthetic data proves of limited value 
given that the system’s performance is deterministic (based on set rules) and can be predicted 100% 
accurately given a known input. Furthermore, as a practical matter, rare identifiers also tended to be 
relatively low risk, so the effort of adding synthetic data did not appear to be justified.   
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identifiers) to 1 (perfectly effective scrub that removes all identifiers). Separate rates were calculated for each identifier type as well as aggregate across types. The same analysis was carried out for both human and machine scrubbing systems. 4. Estimate PII Leakage Rate (Upper-Limit estimate). Although the Scrubbing Failure Rate is informative about the extent to which PII is present in the narratives after scrubbing, the failure rate must be adjusted by the incidence rate to obtain a better estimate of the final PII Leakage Rate. The PII Leakage Rate is the average number of identifiers that could end up in a complaint after scrubbing. For each system (human and machine), the independent vendor multiplied the Incidence Rate by the Scrubber Failure rate, and did the same across all identifier types. 5. Estimate PII Leakage Rate (Realistic estimate). The Upper-Limit estimate just discussed is based on a broad application of the scrubbing standard. This approach assumes that many of the leaked identifiers may not pose significant risk to the complaint author, and therefore should not count as part of a realistic assessment of the scrubbing system. In order to arrive at a more realistic assessment, the team has gone through the set of identifiers that were coded as scrub errors and marked each as being “Low risk”, “Medium Risk” or “High Risk” with respect to each identifier plausible leading to re-identification. Only the “High Risk” identifiers were included in the final tally of leftover PII.  The methodological details section provides more in-depth information about the analyses.  
Methodological Details 
Gold Standard Development 


Sample Size Analysis Sample size analysis (sometimes referred to as ‘power analysis’) takes into account the confidence around the estimate for each PII type (the margin of error), as well as making assumptions about proportion of PII type in the complaint stream. The formula is used to calculate the complaint sample size for a given identifier type.  ≥ ×  (1 − ) The ⁄  quotient relates to the margin of error component. The (1 − ) formula relates to the assumption around the true PII rate in the complaint stream for an identifier.   Our analysis yields a sample of 400 complaints that provides at most +/-5% margin of error for each PII type. Appendix C presents the detailed analysis. 
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Complaint sampling procedure We selected a sample of 400 complaints from a population of complaints submitted between December 1, 2013 and May 1, 2014. Each complaint had a scrubbed and an un-scrubbed version associated with it. The sample was stratified to ensure that an equal number of complaints come from each of the 10 major CFPB product types, resulting in 40 entries per type.    The sample had the following characteristics:  
• Equal number of complaints in each of the following products:  


o Credit card 
o Credit product 
o Credit reporting 
o Debt collection 
o Deposit account 
o Money transfers 
o Mortgage 
o Other financial product/service 
o Payday loan 
o Student loan   


• Complaints have been submitted to the company against which the complaint was filed 
• Complaint severity was labeled as “High” 
• The minimum length of the “What Happened” field had to be greater than 250 characters Appendix D presents the SQL code used to draw the sample. 


Working tag set The independent vendor worked with the CFPB staff to develop and determine the set of identifiers and application rules. These tags were based on consensus between stakeholders, including data analytics and Natural Language Processing (NLP) leads. Most of the working tag set encompasses the identifiers documented in the Scrubbing Standard reviewed in Phase 1. Some tags, like ‘CD’, which comprises all digits and written numbers are a superset of identifiers from the Scrubbing Standard.  Additional tags had more specific gradations that differentiated some specific number types. See    
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 Table 1 for the working tag set.   
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Other financial product/service 16.8 
Credit card 15.9 
Mortgage 15.5 
Deposit account 14.6 
Debt collection 13.5 
Payday loan 12.7 
Credit product 12.4 
Student loan 12.3 
Credit reporting 10.1   


Computation of PII Leakage Rate  A scrub failure before and after the scrub is defined as the difference between identifiers rates: [2]  = 1 − (   )  The failure rate ranges between 0 (no effect of scrubbing on identifiers) to 1 (perfectly effective scrub that removes all identifiers). The failure rate is also the proportion of identifiers that were not scrubbed.   The PII Leakage Rate is an assessment of the rate at which potential PII will be exposed given the level of incidence for one or more identifiers and the specific scrubber configuration.   The general form of Leakage Rate is:  
Leakage =  ∗    Substituting Equation [2] for Failure Rate and simplifying,    


Leakage =  ∗ 1 −  (   )  


 
Leakage =    We also compute Leakage Rate by each identifier:  −  =  ∗ (1 − )   This equation counts all the occurrences of all the identifiers in the complaint set. Since each complaint can contain multiple identifiers, it is not a percent.  Instead, it 
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is the average number of identifiers that could end up in a complaint (a rate). Appendix F presents the detailed implementation of the PII Leakage scoring algorithm.  
Leftover PII Content Analysis (Realistic Assessment) In order to better understand the actual risk posed by the post-scrub identifiers, we conducted an informal content analysis on the leftover identifiers. For each instance, we categorized it as being Low Risk, Medium Risk and High Risk, based on the risk associated with the type of identifier and the narrative context that the identifier was in.     
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information, it is very likely to identify someone.  Items like date of surgery or date of admission can easily identify someone.  We suggest creating separate date tags: specific/exact date and general date.  Specific dates are things like Date of Birth, date of event, etc.  General dates are where the smallest measurement of date is something larger like a year, season, and day of the week. 
Date/Time 
Complaint 
Details 


Time Transaction details would be required to resolve an identity from time information alone. Higher risk results when time is used in conjunction with date.   
Low 


Cash Amounts Transaction details would be required to resolve an identity from cash amount information alone. However exact settlement amounts tend to be unique. We recommend rounding cash amounts up to decrease their uniqueness. 


Low 


Complaint 
Details 
Other  Specific 
Details 


Account Number(s) Account numbers are unique to individuals High Credit/Debit Card Number(s) Account numbers are unique to individuals High Confirmation Number(s) Confirmation Numbers could be used to "phish" for identities from the issuing institutions High 
Case Number(s) Case Numbers could be used to "phish" for identities from the issuing institutions High 
Vehicle Number(s) VINs are unique and there are enough publicly and privately available data to trace back to an owner. 


High 
Proper Names of Places or Locations Location risk is inversely related to population density in the postal code. Moderate


Other Specific 
Details 


Name of Law Firm of consumer Knowledge of complaint details could be used to "phish" for consumer identity from law firms. Moderate
Numbers Other numbers are not inherently risky. Low Countries Country names are not inherently risky unless the complaint includes Low 
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details of specific travel, immigration, etc. Third party complaint submitters or state agencies 
Knowledge of complaint details could be used to "phish" for consumer identity from third parties. 


Moderate
Personal descriptors such as character traits 


Personal descriptors are not risky unless they are very rare, but they can be used as details in phishing schemes. 
Low 
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NACA NACA Clear from scrubbing standard 
RACE Race and Ethnicity Certain instances should be classified as BAD language, rather than a direct reference to a racial status or nationality of a person, otherwise clear from scrubbing standard 
MED Medical Conditions Use best judgment with regard to specificity, i.e. only if an identifiable condition, not just general language 
PERS Personal Descriptors -Character Traits Use the following "common sense" heuristic when deciding: "Could this piece of information realistically serve to identify someone?";  Do not tag references to death and mutual funds as personal descriptors;  Evaluate item purchases on case-by-case basis (e.g. the specific make and model of a car) 
DIS Disability Use best judgment with regard to specificity, i.e. only if an identifiable condition, not just general language 
COMP All companies Scrub all company names, except for the one of interest which should be provided in the structured field 
AGAINST The company against which the complaint is filed, affiliates, synonyms To be supplied in the structured field; otherwise use best judgment about main subject of complaint 
BAD Profanities Use best judgment for identifying this language, heuristic: anything unfit for print
STATE State Clear from scrubbing standard 
DATE Months in dates Clear from scrubbing standard 
CD All Numbers (Digits and spelled out) Do not tag the word “one” as an instance of number (‘CD’) if used colloquially and not referring to a specific number;  Do not tag years as numbers unless there’s a clear time established. Note, this takes care of time durations (e.g. "three weeks later") by taking out the relevant number ("three") 
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Appendix D. SQL query used to obtain the stratified 
sample of complaints for tagging.   SELECT * FROM         (SELECT * FROM            (SELECT *, ROW_NUMBER() OVER (PARTITION BY Product_Level_1  ORDER BY createdtime DESC) AS rn  FROM  (SELECT ReferenceNumber, CaseID, NLP_ScrubCase.ID, what_happened, ScrubbedWhatHappened,   incident.Product_Level_1, incident.createdtime,incident.organization, incident.name  FROM  dt_complaints.complaint.NLP_ScrubCase  INNER JOIN  (SELECT a.referencenumber, a.what_happened, a.createdtime, a.id, a.product_level_1, b.organization, c.name FROM dt_complaints.complaint.Incident_full AS a  LEFT JOIN dt_complaints.complaint.ComplaintAgainstOrg AS b ON a.ID=b.Incident LEFT JOIN dt_complaints.complaint.Organization_full AS c ON b.Organization=c.ID)   AS incident  ON NLP_ScrubCase.CaseID=incident.ID  WHERE LEN(ScrubbedWhatHappened) >= 250 AND incident.createdtime >= '2013-07-02 00:00:00' AND incident.organization NOT IN ('28','29','1440','1439','78','448','1441','5112' ) AND Product_Level_1 IN ('Credit card','Mortgage','Deposit account', 'Other financial product/service','Credit product','Student loan','Credit reporting','Money transfers','Debt collection','Payday loan') ) AS mg)  AS sample  WHERE rn <= 40 )  AS sample2;"           
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Appendix F. Scoring Algorithm The Python script is located in the “Scrub_EvaluationPackage” archive on Z drive. 
Incidence Rate  Incidence Rate was calculated through the following series of computational steps carried out on the “Gold Standard” tagged corpus.  First, the program ingested the tagged corpus and the raw text of each individual complaint narrative was tokenized according to white space, as this was the format provided for the pre-tagged version of the corpus.   Each one of these text tokens featured a  “/” character followed by the PII identifier tag in all-uppercase, if that token was classified as PII by independent vendor annotators.  Next, these tags were isolated from their text sources by stripping all of the non-tag characters, leaving behind only the tags.   Then, a very simple merging algorithm was executed against these tags, where any group of contiguous tags of the same type, with the exception of the CD tag indicating numbers, would be assumed to be of the same conceptual PII entity and therefore “merged down” into a single representative tag for counting purposes.   This simple merging algorithm was implemented by consulting each token’s tag and the preceding token’s tag and checking for equality.  Upon equality, the token would be passed over, as it was assumed that it belonged the group of tokens preceding it.     The exception for CD tags, numbers, above was included due to the fact that numbers very rarely will be considered to group into phrases as a single conceptual entity, in the same way as addresses or names.    A simplified, illustrative example of this process is provided below:  Ex 1:     Raw Text version (pre-tagged): “I live on 123 Main St.”  Tagged version:  “I/ live/ on/ 123/ADDRESS Main/ADDRESS St./ADDRESS”  Merging process:  “X XXXX XX ADDRESS  ADDRESS  ADDRESS” Final, recorded version:  “ADDRESS”  
Failure Rate  In order to calculate Failure Rate, it was necessary to tally the misses for each of the scrubbed texts.   A “miss” in this context is simply defined as an instance where a piece of PII, possibly multi-token, was not fully masked, or scrubbed, from the text and left in, wholly or partially.  So, in other words, this would mean that, if a single conceptual piece of PII spanned across multiple tokens, such as an address, and any single token component of that multi-token PII entity was not scrubbed, then a “miss” would be recorded for the entire piece of PII as a whole.    
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The following series of computational steps were carried out in order to tally the misses, as described above.   First, the “Gold Standard” tagged corpus was imported and, like the process before for estimating incidence rates, the raw text of each individual complaint narrative was tokenized according to white space, as this was the format provided for the pre-tagged version of the corpus.  The text tokens considered to be instances of PII identifiers were tagged with a “/” character followed by the PII identifier tag in all-uppercase.  Any text token featuring this annotation was then pulled out and stored in a separate reference list of “to-be-scrubbed” tokens, preserving a link back to its tag, in order to track identifier type.  A reference list of so-called “stop words”, i.e. very common function words that inundate text analyses because of their over-abundance, was used to filter out “filler” tokens.  Also, any leftover punctuation was filtered out at this step.  Next, each of the scrubbed corpora, the human-scrubbed version and the machine-scrubbed version, were imported.  Within each complaint, after white-space tokenization, any necessary pre-processing of text would be done.  In the case of the human-scrubbed version of the complaints, the scrubbing was in the form of formatted masking, where “X” characters replaced any scrubbed text.   In the case of the machine-scrubbed version, scrubbed tokens would be annotated with a “SCRUB” tag.  Therefore, for the machine-scrubbed version, we first carried out a simple step of filtering these “SCRUB”-tagged tokens.  Next, the program would cycle through each of these tokens and consult the reference list of “to-be-scrubbed” tokens.  If the token appeared in this list, it was assumed to be an instance of leaked, or missed, PII.  Again, in order to avoid potential cases of double counting when a given PII entity has two or more tokens within it left un-scrubbed, similar measures were taken as for the Incidence Rate estimates.  A simple check was performed for each token, such that if a leak of the same identifier type was found in the immediately preceding position in the sentence, then this instance would be assumed to be part of the same conceptual PII entity as the preceding token and therefore passed over and ignored.   However, even with these precautions in place, this implementation of checking for misses would still have one minor vulnerability: over-counting in cases where a given piece of PII text could be very context-sensitive in its status.  Therefore, if a piece of PII was put in the “to-be-scrubbed” reference list, but was actually only an instance of PII in that particular position in the sentence, then it may be spuriously counted later in the complaint narrative if it appeared in a totally different context.   We don’t have a reason to believe that this problem was prevalent enough to present major concern, mostly because PII entities have a strong tendency to be scrub-worthy, regardless of context.  Nonetheless, there were a few cases where this type of over-counting did occur, and we manually reviewed those cases and reduced the number of misses by the number of instances of this over-counting.  An illustrative example is provided below: Ex 1, recorded as a miss due to presence of “St.” token:  Raw Text: “123 Main St.” 
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 Tagged version:  “123/ADDRESS Main/ADDRESS St./ADDRESS” Scrubbed version:  “XXX XXX St.” 





